
Help with 
Homework

Imagine

From Taboos to Talk: Workshop Toolkit 



In this scenario sexuality education 
is a close collaboration between the 
family and the school. 

In this scenario:

Sexuality education takes 
place in the public sphere

There is a cross- 
generational 

focus



Lets first take a look at the back-
ground for how we ended up here.

Everything you will read from here on out is fictional, however the specula-
tions are based on trends, tensions, and tendencies you might see today.

Child

Network 
surrounding child

Background

Imagine



Through closer collaboration with the left side, Ap 
manages to remain in stortinget for another period after 
the election in 2025. 

... and that there should be a closer collaboration 
between school and parents. 
Inspired by «representantforslag» from R, V, SV and MdG to improve 
sexuality education (2023)

Inspired by proposal for new opplæringslov from 2023

There was broad political agreement that sexuality 
education in schools had to be improved

The result was the strategy Learning 
together!: strategy for sexual health 
in school and at home.
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Imagine



Shortly after, the news got out that parents would now be 
required to attend interdisciplinary meetings, covering 
sexuality education among other topics.

[1]



Child

Network 
surrounding child

Background

So how is this experienced for 
someone in the network surrounding 
a child, in this case a parent?

Imagine



Coras story
One of the parents that receive this message is Cora, 
who has a child in 4th grade. 



She gets an sms remind her of the first meeting where they 
will cover topics within sexuality, body image, feelings 
and identity. 

Imagine



Obligatory 
educational 
meetings for 
parents

Future artifact

The school has a responsibility to provide sexua-
lity education to students in accordance with the 
curriculum. But the school cannot do this alone. 

Parents are the most important people in chil-
dren’s lives, and they have a significant influence 
on their attitudes, values, and behavior. There-
fore, it is essential that parents and the school 
work together on sexuality education.



Imagine



Most parents are very happy that this is finally on the 
agenda. A few however, question why this is even a topic 
at such an early age. 

Most parents are very happy that this is finally on the 
agenda. A few however, question why this is even a topic 
at such an early age. 

Cora is happy she gets access to this program, and 
realizes she didn’t fully understand how important this 
was, and that she probably wouldn’t have brought this 
topic up with her child this early without it.



Today we will discuss and reflect on 
topics sexuality such as feelings, 
relationships and body positivity!

I do not understand why have to 
meet up and discuss my daughters 
sexuality. It is inappropriate.

Imagine



Conversation 
cards for 
parental 
workshops

Future artifact



In the mandatory parental meetings regarding 
sexuality, they use Udir’s conversation cards as 
a tool for discussing and understanding eachoh-
ters point of view. 

The cars are used to reflect on their own sexua-
lity education as a basis for understanding why 
children need a better offer and to better under-
stand each other’s perspectives.

Ultimately, the goal of this activity is to gain a 
better understanding of why it is important to 
talk to your kids about these topics early on. 

Imagine





Imagine



Over time this leads to a closer colla-
boration between the schools and 
the families, and the taboos around 
sexuality in the public sphere decre-
ases considerably.



So how does this all feel for a child?

Child

Network 
surrounding child

Background

Imagine



Noah’s story
Noah is in 5th grade. One day he comes home from school 
and shows his parents a brochure he got, explaining that 
he can now have his Kraftseremoni if he wants to.



Imagine



”Kraftseremoni” is a new rite of passage, 
created by the fictitious Seksualitetsfor-
bundet. The seremony has a strong a focus 
on personal development and growth, with 
sexuality as a natural part of it. It could be 
celebrated at any age. 

Kraft-
seremoni

Future artifact



Imagine



After discussing with friends and family, Noah decides 
to have his Kraftseremoni later that year.

Before the ceremony Noah’s father receives a text 
message from Noah’s grandparents. They have decided 
not to participate.



Even though he is sad his grandparents wont’t be there 
he decides to go through with the ceremony. He cele-
brates with friends and family and ends the ceremony 
by reading a poem he has written about who he wants 
to be when he grows up.

Imagine



What you do in your kraftseremoni is up to 
you, but you might speak about what you 
are proud of, your wishes in life or in some 
other way show what kind of person you 
want to be. This is what Noah’s invitation 
and poem might look like.

Kraft-
seremoni
invitasjon

Future artifact



Imagine



Noahs Kraftseremoni invitation and agenda for the day!



The poem he reads at the end of the night.

Imagine



To wrap up this scenario we want to 
invite you to speculate further:

When the consensus is that sexua-
lity is supposed to be celebrated and 
discussed publicly, what happens to the 
people that do not share this opinion?



If you are reading this scenario as a 
part of a workshop, its time to find 
the corresponding discussion sheet.

Use the promts provided there to 
discuss and reflect around this 
scenario together.

Created through co-creation with teachers, parents, families, experts 
and interest organisations advocating for better sexuality education 
in Norway. We want to thank Sex og Samfunn, Unge Funksjonshem-
mede and Skeiv Ungdom, and all the other knowledgeable people 

who have contributed to this project.

Imagine



Chatting around 
the Dinner Table

[1] Fictional NRK article, image 
is not related to this project
All other images are ours



Imagine

From Taboos to Talk: Workshop Toolkit 

Chatting around 
the Dinner Table



In this scenario sexuality is no longer 
a taboo within the family sphere.

In this scenario:

Sexuality education takes 
place in the private sphere

There is a cross- 
generational 

focus



So how did this scenario come to be? 

Child

Network 
surrounding child

Background

Everything you will read from here on out is fictional, however the specula-
tions are based on trends, tensions, and tendencies you might see today.

Imagine



When the new Høyre led government came into power 
in 2025, one of the first things they did was to pick up 
where they left with «Snakk om det!» from 2016.

At the same time, the right side ideal of freedom 
of choice played an important part as well.

The goal was to do what they didn’t manage the 
first time around. Make conversations around sexu-
ality less of a taboo  

Not long after they announced the 
new strategy Ta Praten i Hjemme: 
Strategy for sexual health in the home, 
giving parents knowledge, but also  
the final choice and responsibility for 
their child’s sexuality education.
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Child

Network 
surrounding child

Background

How do the parent react to this?



Oda and 
Martins story

Oda and Martin have children in the same kindergarten. 
On the way to pick up their kids, they take the same bus 
and notice a poster. It encourages them to use clear 
language when talking to children about sexuality.

Imagine



[1]



Imagine



Si det som 
det er 

Future artifact

The campaign ”Si det som det er” came 
from Helsedirektoratet, In a bid to make 
conversations about sexuality easier for 
parents and guardians, Helsedirektoratet 
launched this campaign and the website 
sidetsomdeter.no. 

On the website, there are age specific tips 
and advice,on how to best conduct conver-
sations about key topics within sexuality 
education.

[3]

[2]







Imagine



For some this became a powerful 
recourse, but not all families made 
use of it. In this regard the govern-
ment failed to provide a holistic sexu-
ality education offering. however they 
did manage to open up the dialogue 
about sexuality in the home.



It did however give room for private 
companies, who tried to fill the need 
for better services for learning about 
sexuality.

Imagine



GNDR
Future artifact

An early example of this was GNDR. An 
artificial intelligence app for smart spea-
kers. 

Watch the conversation between Oda and 
Martin on taboostotalk.com/artifacts



Oda and Martin are talking about their 
kids that just started first grade:

Oda: How is Aisha doing?

Martin: Aisha is loving school! She’s really starting to enjoy it! 

GNDR: New person detected, would you like to register that 
-Aisha- uses the pronoun ”she”? Say ”yes” to confirm.

Martin: Yes, that’s correct!

Oda: Super! Leander is doing pretty well at school too! Hehe, 
the other day he came and announced very seriously that he 
was in love!

Martin: Haha, that’s so sweet! Who’s the lucky girl?

GNDR: *Pling!* I have detected *one* instance of outdated 
language according to Språkrådet. Shall I elaborate?

Oda: Oh sorry hehe, we downloaded that GNDR program on 
our smart speaker. It can be a bit annoying, but I guess we 
just have to keep up..

Martin: Yeah, it’s so easy to forget, what was wrong now?

Oda: GNDR, can you elaborate on why you interrupted?

GNDR: I have detected *one* assumption of Leander’s sexual 
orientation. Alternative sentences could be ”Who is he in 
love with?” or ”Who’s the lucky one?”. Would you like to add 
pronouns for gender identity for Leander’s romantic interest 
or sexual orientation for Leander?



GNDR ended up being shortlived, and was criticized 
among other things, for being overly moralizing.

[4]



 It did however show the potential of 
AI in sexuality education.

A couple of years later, the AI assistant Praten was 
released.

Imagine



Praten
Future artifact

A dialogue tool for practicing potentially 
difficult or embarrassing conversations 
with your children about bodies, sexuality, 
and emotions.



This dad tries Praten to practice talking 
about periods with his daughter

Dad: Open Praten

Praten: *Pling!* Welcome to Praten, a tool to practice dialogues 
about topics such as learning about the body, genders, identity, and 
sexuality with an artificial intelligence that imitates your child. What 
do you want to practice today?

Dad: I want to practice talking about menstruation. I want to practice 
talking about this since I never talked to my parents about it, and I 
really want Kine to have a good experience talking about it with me.

Praten: I understand. Say ”Hi” to start the conversation with Ai-Kine.
Parent: Hi Kine!

Ai-Kine: Hi!

Dad: I was wondering...Since you are getting older... Have you learned 
anything about periods in school yet?

Ai- Kine: Hmmmmm, Uhmm, Tobias’s sister, who is in 6th grade... She 
can’t go swimming because she has her period!

Dad: Well, that’s not entirely true. You just bleed down there that time 
of the month. So you can go swimming if you use protection.

Praten: *Pling!* Use clearer language like ”period”, ”vagina”, ”pad” 
and ”menstrual cup”. Avoid terms like ”that time of the month”, ”down 
there”, and ”protection”. This way you will avoid confusion and making 
periods something shameful or taboo. *pling*

Parent: Okay hm... Where was I? You only have your period a few 
days each month, which means you bleed from your vagina. But you 
can still swim if you use a menstrual cup, for example!

Ai-Kine: What? Bleed?! Do I have to...

Praten: *Pling!* You have used up your free 15 daily minutes of 
Praten. Listen to our advertiser content and receive 15 additional 
minutes, or see our subscription options for unlimited use of Praten. 
*Advertisement start*

Watch the conversation between Kine’s dad 
and Praten on taboostotalk.com/artifacts



More and more features in ”Praten” were put behind 
a paywall, which led to massive criticism. Eventually, 
Helsedirektoratet chose to collaborate with the company 
behind ”Praten” and offer free licenses to all parents with 
children under 18.

Over time, these services, and others like them, led to 
increased knowledge, less shame, and to some extent, 
eased the taboos surrounding these topics. However, 
this was closely connected to the resourcefulness of 
each family.

To wrap up this scenario we want to 
invite you to speculate further:

What happens when most sexuality 
education takes place within the home, 
and how does it affect the families that 
do not seek or find sufficient knowledge?



If you are reading this scenario as a 
part of a workshop, its time to find 
the corresponding discussion sheet.

Use the promts provided there to 
discuss and reflect around this 
scenario together.

Created through co-creation with teachers, parents, families, experts 
and interest organisations advocating for better sexuality education 
in Norway. We want to thank Sex og Samfunn, Unge Funksjonshem-
mede and Skeiv Ungdom, and all the other knowledgeable people 

who have contributed to this project.

Imagine



Rumours at the 
Playground

[1] Fictional Hdir bus stop poster, 
original photo by Caroline 
Krager, via melkoghonning.no
[2] Fictional Hdir website
[3] Fictional Hdir website
[4] Fictional Subject article
All other images are ours



Imagine

From Taboos to Talk: Workshop Toolkit 

Rumours at the 
Playground



Here, children learn about sexua-
lity on their own terms and in arenas 
where they actually seek information.

In this scenario:

Sexuality education takes 
place in the private sphere

The main 
focus is on the 

children



Lets take a look at the background 
and context that lead us here.

Child

Network 
surrounding child

Background

Everything you will read from here on out is fictional, however the specula-
tions are based on trends, tensions, and tendencies you might see today.

Imagine



In 2025 Høyre won the election and for a long time they 
insisted that existing projects and plans «just needed 
time to work and give results»
Quote by Høyre politician in during debate on sexuality 
education 

Despite political agreement, bureaucracy was too slow. 
The politicians failed to actively improve sexuality educa-
tion
Inspired by insight from attending political debate on 
sexuality education

Children still learned about sex mostly 
from the internet, porn or talking 
about it with other kids.



However, there were powerful voices at work
 in several ideal organisations 
Inspired by insight from attending political debate on 
sexuality education

Eventually, the government realized 
their efforts had failed, to change 
this trend they decided to lean on the 
knowledge and experience in these 
organisations, and up their funding 
conciderably.

Imagine



[1]

[2]



Imagine



Child

Network 
surrounding child

Background

What was the result from the viewpoint 
of these organisations?



These organisations now had money to initiate larger 
projects, as well as providing even more guest lectures 
at schools.

However, they still had limited mandate and their presence 
in schools was not mandatory.

Imagine



Child

Network 
surrounding child

Background

And how did this play out for the kids?



Aisato and 
Mathias’ story

Aisato and Mathias are at football practice and talk about 
what they did at school today. Aisato has uke 6 right now, 
a theme week where they learn about sexuality. Today 
she got her «take a look» kit.

Imagine



Ta en titt
Future artifact

With monetary support from Helsedi-
rektoratet and utdanningsdirektoratet, 
Sex og politikk developed the Take a look 
campaign. 

The goal is to teach positive sexuality and 
children sexuality directly to the kids, since 
talking about these topics was still taboo 
for many people.



Imagine



When Aisato goes home, she learns about positive sexu-
ality, her body, and gets to know her feelings using the kit.

[3]



Mathias on the other hand, does not go to a school with 
these rescources, and is, like many other children, left 
with few other learning resources than the internet.

[4]

[4]

[3]

Imagine



Lucky for Mathias, Aisato decides to bring her kit to foot-
ball practice, she wants Mathias to try it as well.

However, other kids like him still learn about these topics 
mostly from porn, and the government realize they need 
to address this.



Helsedirektoratet therefore launch 
their new project National guidelines 
for positive sexual experiences. 

Imagine



Nasjonale 
Anbefaling til 
Positive Seksuelle 
Opplevelser

Future artifact

Through pop ups before porn movies, 
you are directed to Helsedirektoratets 
info portal about how to achieve positive 
sexual experiences.

On the page, you can read about how 
to pleasure your partner, the unrealistic 
sides of porn, consent and communica-
tion, among other topics. 

[5]



Imagine





[6]

Imagine



For some children, this guide was helpful, but many 
others simply found the page too dull and would much 
rather actually watch porn.

[7]



A few years pass, and Høyre manages to decriminalize 
both the purchase and production of porn. This, in turn, 
enables Helsedirektoratet to start producing ethical porn 
where actors and creators are offered fair wages and 
have job security.

[8]

Imagine



Porno from 
Helsedirektoratet

Future artifact

When googling porn, you are now nudged 
to check out Helsedirektoratet Porn, 
through paid search positions. 

The Helsedirektoratet Porn has categories 
like consent and communication, and is 
diverse and inclusive.

[9]



[10]



To wrap up this scenario we want to 
invite you to speculate further:

This scenario shows that aiming the 
sexuality education directly at the kids 
does unlocks some opportunities, but 
what unforeseen consequences might 
this lack of adult supervision result in?



If you are reading this scenario as a 
part of a workshop, its time to find 
the corresponding discussion sheet.

Use the promts provided there to 
discuss and reflect around this 
scenario together.

Created through co-creation with teachers, parents, families, experts 
and interest organisations advocating for better sexuality education 
in Norway. We want to thank Sex og Samfunn, Unge Funksjonshem-
mede and Skeiv Ungdom, and all the other knowledgeable people 

who have contributed to this project.

Imagine



[1] Fictional Sex og Samfunn article
[2] Fictional NRK article, depicted 
people have no affiliation with this 
project
[3] Screenshot from vrporn.com
[4] Screenshot from vrporn.com
[5] Screenshot from pornhub.com, 
fictional Hdir popup
[6] Altered Hdir website 
[7] Fictional Aftenposten article, image 
from Shutterstock, NTB
[8] Fictional article, depicted people 
have no affiliation with this project
[9] Screenshot from Google, fictional 
Hdir search results
[10] Fictional Hdir website, images 
from erikalust.com, depicted people 
have no affiliation with this project
All other images are ours



Imagine

The Classroom 
is a Safe Space

From Taboos to Talk: Workshop Toolkit 



In this future scenario we have 
achieved a school environment 
where children feel safe, can 
express themselves freely, and 
be open about topics related to 
sexuality in school.

In this scenario:
Sexuality education takes 
place in the public sphere

The main 
focus is on the 

children



Lets take a look at what laid the 
groundwork for ending up here.

Child

Network 
surrounding child

Background

Everything you will read from here on out is fictional, however the specula-
tions are based on trends, tensions, and tendencies you might see today.

Imagine



This resulted in a new strategy for 
sexuality education, called Safety 
in the classroom: strategy for sexual 
health in primary school.

In the mid-2020s, we got a new coalition government 
with parties from the left side.

Quote by Høyre politician in during debate on sexuality 
education 

They benefited from broad agreement across the parties, 
when it came to improving sexuality education and how 
to do it. 

For instance they agreed that the school was the best 
arena for learning about sexuality in order to secure 
democratic access for everyone
Based on insight from debate between H, V, R og MdG



Designed by pch.vector/Freepik

Imagine



The new strategy gave law mandated additional courses 
to all teachers and obligatory sexuality education for 
teacher students.

The most important thing, however, 
was the updates to the curriculum, 
with mandatory classes covering 
several topics within sexuality, inclu-
ding feelings, relationships, bodies, 
and puberty.



Sandrea’s 
story

We are in a classroom at Gamle Oslo Primary 
School. Sandrea and the rest of the second 
grade are starting the week with the new 
subject SKFI.

Imagine



SKFI
Future artifact

SKFI stands for sexuality, body, feelings and 
identity. This new obligatory subject is a part of 
the government’s strategy to improve sexuality 
education. 

In this course, primary school children learn 
about topics within sexuality, body, feelings and 
identity, through different activities and conver-
sation sessions.



Imagine



Safe chest ritual
Future artifact

As the pupils enter the classroom, they perform 
a safe space ritual together. Each child places 
their safekeeper token in the teacher’s safe chest. 
The teacher then guards the chest throughout 
the entire SKFI class. 

The safekeeper is a small object that each of them 
has chosen to symbolize themselves. This ritual 
symbolizes that it’s the teacher’s job to keep them 
safe during the SKFI class.



Imagine



Smile metidation
Future artifact

After the safekeeping rutial, the class clears away 
tables and chairs together, and start the weekly 
smile meditation to set the tone for the rest of 
the SKFI class.

The smile meditations are part of the teacher’s 
resources, a project aimed at making everyone 
happy with themselves and their bodies.



Imagine





Imagine



After the meditation, Sandre and her classmates 
get ready for the main part of the SKFI class. 
They roll out the conversation rug and gather 
around it.



Imagine



Conversation rug
Future artifact

The conversation rug is a tool for conducting 
good dialogues in the SKFI subject. 

Through five steps, the students conduct a shared 
conversation and reflection about a new impor-
tant topic from the SKFI curriculum each week. 
The topics related to, for instance, sexuality, 
feelings, body image, identity, or relationships.

Depending on the school grade of the children, 
the topics will get increasingly complex and build 
on previous conversation sessions. 



1. Today’s topic, where the teacher introduces 
the topic for this SKFI conversation session.

2. Let’s play, where they warm up with a game 
related to the topic of the day.

3. Let’s work together, where the class uses 
different techniques to discuss and learn about 
today’s topic.

4. Let’s share, where the children share what 
they have learned from today’s tasks.

5. Let’s think, where the kids use different 
methods for reflection about what they have 
learned this SKFI class.

Imagine





Imagine



This week, the teacher introduces the topic of feelings 
to Sandrea and her classmates. 

They start with a warm-up game called ”Tryll en følelse”, 
where one student wears a magic hat and the others have 
to mime the feeling chosen by the ”magician”. 

After the game, the teacher introduces the main collabo-
rative task for the day, which is discussion cards. These 
cards contain short stories and questions related to the 
theme of feelings. The teacher reads the stories, and the 
class discusses them together. These discussion cards 
are part of the resources available to all teachers as a 
result of the new strategy and curriculum. 

After the discussion, they go around the class and 
everyone who wants to can share and talk about somet-
hing related to feelings, whether from personal experi-
ences or reflections on the short stories they just heard 
and discussed.

 Finally, it’s time for reflection tasks. Sandrea and her 
classmates will sit quietly for one minute and then draw or 
write down something important they want to remember 
from today’s conversation.



Over time this results in a class 
environment where Sandrea and the 
other kids feel safe to be themselves 
without fear of judgement. Teachers 
for instance start to notice fewer 
sexual curse words and less bullying.

Imagine



For some children however, the 
classroom is not yet a safe space, 
just safer. Children of conservative 
religious parents might for instance 
feel safe to come out at school, but 
not at home.



[1]

Imagine



Tryggere by Fri
Future artifact

As a critique and reaction to the lack of effort put 
into easing cross generational taboos related to 
sexuality education, the queer interest organisa-
tion Fri creates the app «Tryggere».

In the app, you can choose to define certain 
people from your phone’s contact list as unsafe. 
The app will then notify you when these people 
are approaching your location.



Imagine



Theo’s story
Theo is in 6th grade. He feels safe around his 
classmates and sometimes prefers to wear 
dresses or skirts. However, his parents are part 
of a very conservative Christian congregation, 
and he is afraid they would not approve of it.

Since he is worried about his parents’ reaction, 
he often changes clothes after he arrives at 
school. He has installed the Tryggere app to let 
him know when they are near.

Today he has been hanging out with some 
friends after school. When his mom suddenly 
decides to pick him up early, he gets a warning 
notification from Tryggere, and he changes 
back into the outfit he wore when she dropped 
him off.



Imagine



To wrap up this scenario we want to 
invite you to speculate further:

If we only work on easing taboos around 
sexuality in schools, how might this 
impact our relationships at home? 

Despite tensions between certain families and the school, 
most families are grateful that the school now offers a 
holistic sexuality education. 



If you are reading this scenario as a 
part of a workshop, its time to find 
the corresponding discussion sheet.

Use the promts provided there to 
discuss and reflect around this 
scenario together.

Created through co-creation with teachers, parents, families, experts 
and interest organisations advocating for better sexuality education 
in Norway. We want to thank Sex og Samfunn, Unge Funksjonshem-
mede and Skeiv Ungdom, and all the other knowledgeable people 

who have contributed to this project.

Imagine



[1] Fictional Aftenpsoten article, 
depicted people have no 
affiliation with this project
All other images are ours


